HOUNSLOW (2019-20)
and the Maths
Hub Offer
Primary Teaching for Mastery
Some schools in Hounslow have a Primary Mastery Specialist. This means they have had 1 or
2 years of training with the NCETM and are
working with 6 or 7 other schools in order to
help them on their teaching for mastery journey. Read more here. 24 schools in Hounslow
have worked with a Mastery Specialist, however
there are still schools in Hounslow who have
not. Hounslow schools can work with any specialist in any of our 6 boroughs but the school at
the moment in Hounslow that has a Primary
Mastery Specialist is:
Reach Academy—
Harpreet Dhillon

London Central and West Maths Hub
The Lead School is Fox Primary School in Notting Hill, RBKC
Charlotte Kleiner - Maths Hub Lead of all Work Groups from EYFS - Post 16:
charlotte.kleiner@foxprimary.co.uk
Yuvraj Nirwal - Main contact for Secondary: y.nirwal@tgstrust.com
Gemma Boyle - Main contact for Post-16/Level 3:
gemmalouiseboyle@gmail.com
Jonathan East - Contact for Primary Mastery:
jonathan.east@ashprimary.co.uk

Other Work Groups (EYFS, Primary, Secondary and Level 3) NOT all
being hosted in Hounslow but Hounslow schools can apply.

Secondary Teaching for Mastery
We have more Secondary schools in
Hounslow that have Mastery Specialists.
We hope some of the schools working with
the Specialists will move to be trained as
Specialists themselves. Read more here.
The schools that have specialists in them
are below in the orange boxes:
The Green School for
Girls—Gwynne Arlow

The Green School for
Boys—Yuvraj Nirwal

Chiswick School—
Carys Hopkins

Lampton School —
Ruth Williams

Please see the list here.
We would like more projects being hosted in schools, we therefore need more
Maths Leads attending projects, to then hopefully lead on one themselves in future
years. We have 38 people working for the hub who could come in to your school
to offer bespoke support too.

We are one of 37 Maths Hubs in England, working
together since 2014. This programme is funded by
the DfE. We support the teaching of mathematics
covering the boroughs: Ealing, RBKC, LBHF,
Hillingdon, Hounslow and
Brent (shared with LNCW Hub).

This Maths Hub will provide your school or
college with FREE CPD. They do not offer
courses—they are called Work Groups. The
emphasis is on collaborative, exploratory,
evidence based professional development.
Read more here.

Key websites:
http://lcwmathshub.co.uk/

Currently we have a Primary Good Practice Network happening once a
term at Reach Academy Details are here.

https://www.mathshubs.org.uk/
What is a Mastery Specialist?
Mastery Explained

FOCUS: For Hounslow we would like to reach more Primary
schools on the teaching for mastery programme!
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